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Staff Boasts
Much Talent

TEACHERS
: ’’’’’’

TALENTED

’’

’’’1
’’

...

By FLO HAMILTON
Teaching staff members and administrative personnel of SJS
have written approximately 89 books, 366 articles, 102 radio scripts
and 67 poems, many of which are on sale in the Spartan Bookstore.
These publications cover a wide variety of subjects ranging anywhere from science and physics to recreation and physical education.
Also available to the public are a number of reports, music compositions. dramatic plays and re-*
views compiled by talented SJS fall of 1957 and the spring of 1958
authors,
to finish the book." Vessel said.
The professors commented that
But that isn’t all there have
been 49 TV performances, 41 ra- between writing their books and
dio reviews, 275 addresses, 50 ex- teaching school there was little
hibitions. 97 recitals and 24 guest time for leisure. "Our families
conducting performances present- complained about the time coned by members of the SJS staff suming job," they said, "but othand administrative members. There er than that we had smooth traalso have been 76 awards present- veling."
The main problem in writing
ed and 238 professional offices apthe book was compiling material
pointed to these persons.
best
To gain recognition for FOS and choosing that which
authors who have published ma- would provide a learning and
terials now in use here by In- teaching method, they stated.
There is so much material on
structors and at
Harry
Wineroth, manager of the Spar- the subject of plants and animals,
tan Bookstore, has set up a dis- Vass& and Applegarth pointed out.
play on the second floor of the that it can’t all be included in the
publication, for it would go on for
Bookstore.
Featured in the display is a book volumes and volumes.
The book, completed in the
entitled "Experiences With Living
Things" written by Dr. Matthew spring of 1957 and published in
F. Vessel, professor of biology and March, 1957, "was compiled mainscience education, and Dr. Arnold ly by trial and error methods,"
G. Applegarth, associate professor Vessel stated. In this case the students were guinea pigs for testing
of zoology and science.
in the
The book is designed for use as material to be included
a laboratory guide in nature study book.
"We don’t give answers In the
and other science courses, and it
is especially useful to teachers and book," Vessel and Applegarth
students planning to teach. It may stated. "The students must learn
be used as a guide for learning for themselves. We show them
how to find the answer, but the
about animals and plants.
"I began compiling material in Idea is to make the students
1941 before the war began, and in think."
1957, Dr. Applegarth gave me a
A person who has never had a
push. We used the summer and course in nature study would learn
a lot from the book, they added.
Dr. Paul Roberts, professor of
English, has written four books,
one of them published this year.
His works include "Patterns of
English," a text used here at SJS,
"Understanding Grammar,’ and
SJS coeds will have an oppor"Preface to Composition."
tunity to learn of the Marine
His latest publication is "UnCorps’ Woman Officer Training
Program beginning today when derstanding English." which he
Capt. Anne S. Ritter comes to the started in Cairo in the fall of 1955
and finished in Rome in March
campus for four days.
During her time at SJS, Capt. 1957. Roberts left .SJS in 1955 on
Ritter will be in the Outer Quad a leave of absence and taught
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. or she may school at the University of Cairo.
He is a graduate of S-Is and
be contacted thriaugh the office of
Dr. Elizabeth Greenleaf, associpte did his graduate work at the
dean of students, in Administra- I7niveinity of California In BerRiley. He came to SJS to teach
tion 242.
The WOTC program offers coeds In 1946.
the opportunity to qualify for
Pres. John T. Wahlquist has
commissions as Marine officers, written "The Administration of
holding responsible positions with Public Education," included in the
full scope to apply their educe- Bookstore display. "Pioneers for
tional experience, according to 100 Years," written by Dr. Ben
Capt. Ritter.
Gilbert, assistant professor of poSophomores and juniors may litical science, is also included in
train during summer vacation to the Campus Authors display.
qualify for commissions upon graOther publications, upstairs in
duation. Seniors and recent gradu- the Bookstore, include "Underates take a 12 -week course before standstanding Our Government"
being commissioned, Capt. Ritter by Dr. George G. Bruntz, professor
explained.
of history and political science;
In addition to salary, Capt. Rit- "A Citizen’s Guide to California
ter pointed out, benefits of service Government" by, Dr. S. Laird Swainclude 30 days of annual vacation gert, professor of political science
with pay, uniform allowance, free and Dr. Burton Brazil, associate
medical and dental care, social professor of political science.
and recreational facilities and tra"A Guide to Effective Public
vel allowances.
Speaking," written by Dr. Lawrence Mouat, professor of speech;
"Salesmanship" by Dr. Milburn
Wright, head of the Division of
Business and Daniel C. Peterson.
purchasing officer; and "Elizabethans" by Dr. Lu Emily Pearson,
Lykr, campus feature magazine,
professor of English.
will hit the stands with its spring
semester issue March 26, according to Editor Jerry Nachman.
Assisting Nachman this term is
Business Manager Fred De Long,
a member of last semester’s staff.
An unidentirled eoed was inCopy Editor Mary Ann Billed and jured Thunalas noon after he
Public Relations Manager Larry fell &mit a half flight of stairs
Rodrigues also return to the staff. In the Library.
The girl fell approsImately
Dave Davidson assumes the post
of photo editor while new art edit- four and a half feet onto the
or is Drive Redmond. Faculty ad- remelt* of the .44.1111111 floor and
viser to Lyke staff is Charles E. was nsomentarlly unconschnia.
Marshall, associate professor of She was earring an arm -load of
hooks when the accident .4,111W.
advert icing.
Members of the student body red, arcording to a a Mies..
are asked to submit original carA few minutes later she oalkloons to the Lyke office in the ed to the Health Center, loironsJournalism building, according to partied bs Br. Fleta Williams.
Nachman.

Recruiter
Visits SJS

tyke Spring Issue
Due on March 26

Coed Injured
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Speed of Light Now
Challenge to Science
LOS ANGELES (UP)The major obstacle to a space ship hitting
the speed of light is the "inertia barrier."
Approaching light speed in space, the inertial mass of a mere
pebble becomes that of a battleship. Scientists just don’t bother to
figure what it would be for a space ship.
Today is the last day to turn
Dr. Robert H. Boden, physicist at North American Aviation’s
In registration packets. %tarns Rockefdyne plant, explained that the inertial massor resistance to
Ross.
Registrar Leslie
pushed faster of any object
increases progressively the faster
Ross said Fridas that the
number ot packets returned has
it goes.
t
been low, and many bt
"At around 80 per cent of the
.peed of light this increase bemay have forgotten that cards
annes appreciable." Roden said.
1 to 5 and Class cards 1111114 be
checked out hy Registrar’s OfMAN VS. SPEED OF LIOHT
fice personnel In Morris Bailey
The Santa Clara County Medi- l In view of this, will man actual Auditorium.
cal Society reeentiv waived the ly he able to propel himself at the
A "grand finale" will he held income provisions for beneficiary speed of light - 186,300 miles per
from I to 5 p.m. today In %% filch members of the SJS Health Plan, second?
all students who hase not re- according to a bulletin issued by
Despite the tremendous Inerturned their packets presiously, the California Physicians’ Service. tia harrier, 110114.11 and another
regardless of their last initial,
This means that payments made propulsion expert. Or. William
pleb. legistration.
may c
for benefit services will be ac- H. Pickering. director of Cal
cepted as full payment by the Tech’s jet propulsion laboratory,
Santa Clara Medical Society, re- refuse to say that it is imposgardless of the student’s family sible.
"We just don’t know," Borten
Income.
The plan enables the student to states frankly. "We are somewhat
have protection not offered by In the situation of scientists in the
the College against medical ex- 1920’s period of aircraft developpenses for accidents and Illnesses. ment- before the problems of the
sonic barrier were understood."
State Sen. John F. "Jack"
Thompson, from the 18th District,
DON’T LIKE "INIOOSsIBLE"
Santa Clara County, will tell SJS
Pickering. w h us e laboratory
Young Republicans of his comhelped develop America’s first
mittee’s investigation of medical
cessful satellite, said sctentists
quackery in California, according
"don’t like to say anything is imto Dan Jacobson, publicity chairpossible."
man. The meeting is scheduled for
Roth agree it will take new
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Room 17 of
sources of energy unknosin tothe Tower Building, and is open
day. In today’s technology, tryto the public.
Upper division and graduate ing to id t men a pebble to
In addition to a report on his students interested in extra -cur- the speed of light might take an
group’s medical quackery investi- ricular work projects are eligible engine-fuel conmonent the WWI
gation, Sen. Thompson is also to receive Work Aid for Scholars if a house, OM immly not a feasscheduled to tell of his work on funds lithei Tint Delta PK men’s ible proportion for a space veother committees. The senator is honorary
hicle.
scholastic fraternity.
chairman ot the Standing and InAs for the immediate future,
"Projects
involving
field
beerterim Conut tees of Public Health,
Pickering believes "We’ll be dovationond
experimentation,
readvice-chairman of the Business and
ing pretty well to reach 10 miles
Professions Committee, and Mem- ing research or laboratory projects a second," or about twice the
are
worthy
of
consideration."
acber of the Agriculture, Institutions
speed of our Explorer satellite.
and Water Resources Committees. cording to fraternity members.
Students must work with a fac- SHOULD RE ADEQUATE
Sen. Thompson has served In
"That should be adequate for
the Legislature for 16 years, eight ulty sponsor and complete the acpreliminary exploration of the soin the Assembly and eight in the tivities two weeks before spring
lar system and keep us busy for a
Senate. He was one of the leaders semester finals.
while." he said.
Two
years
ago
$50
was
awarded
in the fight to raise the SJS enLooking a little further into the
rollment ceiling in 1956 by break- Miss Collete Texsier, psychology
major, who conducted tests to iso- future, Roden said he thought a
ing the Strayer Report.
late emotional fattors that affect "v
problem solving ability. Her work 000 miles an hour in gravity-free
has been carried on by Dr. Bruce space ’is within the present realm
Ogilvie, assistant professor of pay- of reasoning." At the same time,
he pointed out this figure would
ehology.
Last year, Frederick Schulen- be slowed "by maneuvers of the
berg and Philip Robba were grant- vehicle and gravitational fields."
ed 850 each for their work in the
"But this Is Just a gleam in
field of chemistry. Their project, our eye." he said. "We are yearn
San Jo’..e State will he moreunder the supervision of Dr. Al- away from a working model of
sented at a statewide science and
bert J. Castro, associate professor the power plant we W011111 need."
mathematics education conference
of chemistry. concerned finding a
As for the inertia barrier, he
in Sacramento today and tomorbetter laboratory synthesis of exi- said this probably wouldn’t become
row by Dr. Gertrude Cavins, head
podes, a class of organic corn - a serious problem until a ship
of the Department of Science Edpounds.
reached around SO or 90 per cent
ucation and Dr. Fred Harcleroad,
Applications for funds WIII be of the speed of light.
dean of the college.
judged by five members of the
And we have kept our studies
The conference was called by
Tower Fraternity and two faculty well below that range," he added
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state super.
personnel.
with a smile.

Cards Today!

CPS Edits
Provisions

Dlsolasing their book, "Experiences With Living Things." are Dr.
Matthew F. Vessel, right, and Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth, left, both
professors at SUS. Spartan Bookstore, scene of Ow ’,kiwi., is featuring a display on campus authors.photo by Dr. torald Forbes.
_ .

Teller To Speak
At SE March 5

"Science and the Cold War"
will be the subjeet of a speech to
be given by Dr. Edward Teller,
noted nuclear scientist, when he
speaks in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m., March 5.
Phi Kappa Phi, the Phi Beta
Kappa Club, Sigma- XI and the
Lecture Committee are sponsoring
the speech.

150 House Owners
To Gather, Confer
Approximately 150 house owners are expected to attend a 7:30
p.m. meeting today in Centennial
Han to discuss a proposed standard for college approved housing
with Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
students.
Dean Benz and Dr. Elizabeth
Greenleaf, activities officer, have
formulated a preliminary check
list and will present it to the house
owners for discussion.
A law allowing state colleges to
approve student living centers was
passed recently in Sacramento. In
the past, SJS has recommended,
but not officially approved, only
vvonien’s housing.

New Loan Funds
Open to Students
lie Jerome S. Fink, assistant to
the Dean of Students. announced
that two new sources of financial
aid for education have been made
available to the Student Body.
The Pickett & Hatcher Educational Fund makes available low
interest loans to deserving undergraduates. Good character and
scholarship are prerequisites. Information now can be obtained
from the Pickett & HatchefllEducational F u nd, P.O. Box 1238,
Columbus, Ga.
The Jake Gimbel Loan Fur::
offers balls without interest to
college seniors who are planning
to seek a higher degree. Scholarship is essential for qualification.
Those interested should see Dr.
Fink in the Dean of Students office.

Eastern Dean Here
To Select Students
Assistant Dean Guinn Smith of
the Harvard Graduate Business
Administration school will visit
the San Jose State campus on
Wednesday, Feb. 28.
Upper division students intercited in grAuate work in Feudnest administration at Harvard
may make an appointment to see
Dean 3mith at ’the Dean of Students office A_butsinese Major is
not required. Appointments should
be made before tomorrow,

Rain Causes
Little Trouble
Rooftops on campus buildings
didn’t overflow with sheets of excess water last week as they did
during the big mid -December
rains, Dean C. Grant Burton reported today.
No damage, *end little trouble
were noticed in comparison to the
December rains which sent water
cascading off the Administration
and Centennial buildings in downpours.
Gravel strips around the upper
edge of the two buildings have
been raised a few inches since
that time, according to Dean Burton, and this has eliminated most
of the trouble. ;
Some water dripped from the
buildings’ edges in one or two
spots, Dean Burton said, but this
can be remedied without serious
difficulty.
In December. the strips, used to
conduct water toward drains, wet:,
too low near the mouth of the
drains.

Recital Due
Tomorrow

Thompson To Talk
On State Senate’s
Quackery Probe

Fraternity
Offers Aid
To Scholars

Dean Harcleroad,
Dr. Cavms Attend
Capital Conference

The ban Jose State chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha, national music fraternity will sponsor a student recital tomorrow evening at 8:15
in the concert ball of the Music
Building.
Selections to be heard will be
"Toccata in C major" and "Trumpet Tune" by Purcell, performed
by Stephen Janzen, organ; David
Cox, trumpet: and Salvato r.
DiNello, trumpets.
The second selection will be
"Concerto in A major." for Clarinet, by Mozart. David Greif will he
featured on the clarinet, lie will
be accompanied by Helga Hinman.
Saint-Saens’ "Romance," played
by Don Phillips and Stephen Janzen, will be the third number.
Lawrence McCommes, baritone,
will sing two selections, "My Lady
Walks in Loveliness." by Charles,
and "Song of (he Flea," by Moussorgsky.
Oltry Resnick, violinist, will
ON
DR. ROY
play "Introduction et Rondo Cap. . . calk meeting
rieelono" by Saint-Saens. Joan
intendent of public instruction, to
Goodwin will be aecompanist.
examine adequacy of science and
A trombone quartet composed of mathematics education in CaliforChester Calrleire, Brent Ileisinger, nia’s schools.
Jack Dorithy and Larry Sampson
Dr. Cavins and Dr. Harcleruad
will play Bach., Two Choral,id will assist in making decisions on
Blotch’s Medit t ion.
how the state’s school system may
Walter Taylor, accomprinied
meet the modern need for inereasSandra Campbell, will play Zigeu- ed emphasis on science and math nersweisen by Sarasate on the mar.; emetics education
I The conference was brought
imbS
The final selection wtll be Hail j about partly by the public’s con Sinfonia, sung by the Chorus with; cern for science and -mathematics
Frederick C. Lnedwick conducting. education since the launching of
There will be no admission Russia’s earth satellites, it Is
charge.
pointed out.

KAM Announces
All-College Contest
Members of Kappa Alpha ato places. repsectively, also in merhonorary photography-journalism clpindise orders.
Rules goxerning eontest:
fraternity, announced yesterday
I. 0 onont am he judged liv
that an all -college photo contest
three persons. one each from the
will begin Monday
on Page 1/
The contest will Be sponsored by
the Spartan Bookstore and Webb’s
Camera Store. Entry blanks are
available In the two stores as well
as The Spartan Daily editerial
room.
Contest is open to all students
Rons sportcoats
and has an entrance fee of
have replaced
cents. Displays will be presented
the Robin ...
in both sponsoring stores.
as the first
Proceeds of the cotest will ea
sign of Spring!
toward sending the SJS represen
See the new
tative of KAM to the annual conl00’, Shetland
vention in Illinois during March
woo, coats in
The contest will be an annual
darker tones
event every spring semester.
and vertical
Prizes and other contest info:
stripes today!
mation follow along with the conFeel ’ern you
test rules There will be two estewon’t believe
gones of picturea. news and Plcthey’re only 47.500!
I
tonal Each category will have *
three prise’. First prize will he a
640104,0
$10inetlentriase order from either
Firgt at SMUG tiara
sear’. Prizes of $5 Aral $2.50 will
be awarded for second and third

it"

5Cr%rT tOk; DUI V
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s/ Daily Comment

’Middle Class Values Increasing

Editorial

This is the third in a series of atticlos

By ANTHONY TARAVELLA

Old Term in a New Light
EDiTORIAL ODLD TERM
T W 0
The term -work-aid- usually brings to mind a
sort of campus welfare program in which glamorous
athletes earn a generous subsidy by winding eight.
day clocks and performing other such important
services.
Tau Delta Phi, whose intellectual members battle pigeons and ping pong balls in their aerie atop
the Tower Building, aren’t wiliing to let that impression of the term remain ir our minds by defaut.
They’re carrying on their own work-aid program:
Work Aid for Scholars.
San Jose State students in the past haven’t
been encouraged to engage in the kind of pure re
search carried on by the denizens
Life in
of Cal and Stanford, although
the
there are signs that the powers
Boondocksthatbe in Sacramento are turning away from the philosophy that the deeper
probing into the mysteries of life aren’t for us in.
habitants of the underbrush.
That’s why the Tau Delta Phi program is an important one.
It hasn f assumed tremendous proportions ye+.
Two years ago the new program granted a psy-

$50 to analyze the relationship between intelligence and problem -solving ability. Her
research already has borne fruit. Last year $100 was
awarded for a chemistry ptoject which still is under way.
-There are undoubtedly many worthwhile projects . . lying dormant on this campus. To suggest
specific examples is probably not necessary as you
have doubtelss thought of some during your career,- the organizat;on tells prospective candidates.
If you have a pet project of your own in mind
in any fieldwe’d advise you to check with lb.
Project organization. And if you aren’t interested in a project of your own, you at
in
least can give your oral and moral
Mind? suppport.
Most of us are happy to support our athletes as
they do battle for the eschool. We should. But we
also should support those who do battle against
greater odds in the war against the unknown. Although they may appear foolish or odd or remote
at times, the outcome of the war they wage may
decide the pattern of our futureor lack of one.
We’re happy that Tau Delta Phi recognizes this
and is willing to put tts money where its mouth is.
chology major

cepted as a fact. On some cam- mint to be only temporary to meet
of married vets returnpuses he is even provided with , the flood
ing to school under the G. I. Bill.
attempt’
some
marriage is that they are fiats- housing or at least
But time has proved that the martrated tn the myriad adsertising Is made to find him an inexpen- ried student is a permanent fea!schemes. They are told they can sive home. SJS has partially solved ture of the student body.
housing problem for the marSpartan Village is just what the
have material satisfactions now the
ried student and his family by
with no down payment or through
name implies. It is a village of
setting up a complete housing unit
one of the many easy payment known as Spartan Village, situated college students, and their childplans. This system has lied its away from the campus anti ad- ren all living under more or less
negative effect on students as jacent to Spartan Stadium. Lothe same conditions and experiencwell as on society as a whole and cated here are single unit dwelling similar problems. The Village
is one explanation for the high ings with one or two bedrooms or
would eall a Model
preulenee of neuroses in our so - apartment -like units which ac- Is ntit what one
adequate and
, tarty.
commodate as ninny ati 148 fami- corrununity, but it is
CHEAP ADEQUATE HOUSING
has enabled many %indents to get
lies.
At SJS as on hundreds of simiThe Village consists of luo two- through college on their meager
lar campuses throughout the nu- bedroom apartments and 48 onebudgets. The average family in
i tion, the married student is ac- bedroom units. There is also space
Spartan Village has two children.
for 20 house -trailers. Rent is cheap
-age from infants to
at Spartan Village, $37.50 a month These range in
for two-bedroon units and $42.00 11 or 12 year-olds. The average

Trend Is Toward Early Marriage
" "II."
the
studnts.md"id"s "d 55" ifhcf "

Randie E. Poe and Cathy Ferguson, Feature Editors

Leading sociologists and economists claim that Americans are
fast shaping into a middle class
society. They mean by this that
there /s an increase in middle class
values. Mass communication media
has helped to bring much of this
.ttaxit, sociologists also nay the
trend now is toward a classless
society.
One reason giVen for the current
attitude of students touaril early

row

1

CAN’T WAIT

no"

-11C0(1--

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Mode’ P .’es
Bores
Hand
-Everyfhine for Your Needs"

293 S. 1st

CY 4-6050

ing is in connection with an alleged charge of plagiarism by Dona B. Costello against Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer. "MGM did not copy Miss Costello’s
version of King Arthur’s Court. In fact, both Miss
Costello and the movie writers took most of their
material from Sir Thomas Malory, who wrote L.
Norte D’Arthur" in the 15th Century and from Alfred Lord Tennyson who wrote "Id) Iii of the King"
in the 19th Century,"
Mayor R. E. Ediefsen of Boise, Idaho: "I, Mayor
R. E. F.dlefsen, whereas perspiration dampens my
brow, hereby proclaim straw hat and Bermuda
shorts day in Boise, this Thursday, the 20th day of
Februa ty."
Chuckle: "Marriage was the first union to defy
management."

SJS is a colorful campus with
8 Blacks, 1 Blue, 44 Browns, 10
Grays, 11 Greens and 13 Whites
now in attendence.
According to the 1957-58 Sparta
Key, there are 23 Hills on the San
Jose State campus

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ,
FOR SENIORS
MARCH 3 and 4, 1958
The State of California is sending Mr. Gompert, a
Personnel Representative ’to interview Seniors expecting to graduate in 1958.

THE STATE OFFERS
ATTRACTIVE CAREERS IN
EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT
INSURANCE and SAFETY ENGINEERING

Get
the

Employment Literature and sign up for
interview at your campus Placement Office

State

The recent electrical re -wiring
of the Journalism Building cost
more than the original construction coats.

_

WHICH CAMPUS JOB
WOULD YOU PREFER?
A.

campus job.

I. Boring, routine work,
with no applicable experience value.

B Sales position at $100.00
monthly minimum guarantee(average earnings
are $183.20 due to incentive pay.)

7 Clock punching by
hour leaves little or no
time for extra curricular activities.

I. Reoeive valuable training on sales techniques
n d personality development (Hear Training Records).

Usual

3. Fired I o w pay scale,
with no reward for outstanding work.
4. Income ends when
school is out in Spring
No summer job.

2. Luxury work schedule.
Work 20 hours per
month. Fit your work
ing hours in with your
own schedule.
3. Continue full time nest
summer with opportunity for new car a n d
scholarship.

6 A M to II Pm

370 AUZERAIS STRELT

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
Ky.)
mom. sTuoi.nT
RATE

3MONTHS

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
"Ye E

SAN FERNANDO

Cr 2 /50 I

CIVIL ENGINEERS
Hitch Your
Wagon
To A Star
Mrs. Steve Mitchell noun; the
hatter for vvhat o ill he some delicious chocolate cookies. but
Mark Mitchell can’t wait that
long. The Mitchell family ihes
in Spartan VillagP.ph0to lss

Mary (wets.

superfici.a
Aloes set up
b advertising are so much a pall
)’
of our way of life that few people
Editor:
I read Cathy Ferguson’s column I bother to struggle against their
Feb. 17 about the "Happiness dominance.
The "Happiness Cult" is not doCult." and I felt like reacting to
it. I don’t condone the behavior ing anything about unemployment,
of the group you described, but Little Rock, taxes or Sputnik beII have offered some possible rea-5 cause people in the cult do not
feel individually responsible for
sons for it.
During the threat -of-war period these issues or events, and they
in which we are living, I think don’t know what action to take
people generally accept one of the against the big "they" (who always start thf. problemst.
following attitudes:
Complacency perhaps is a de1. It is important to prepare
oneself practically and mentally fensive tool against preoccupation
I with dange r. destruct ion and
for hard times. or
2. Why not "live it up" while we death. To ignor Damocles’ sword
is to try to get one square meal
can?
Those with foresight belong to under the belt before the Sabre
the first group, and those who strikes.
1.inda Beer
want to push our prosperity are
ASH 5275
representatives of the second.

Living It Up

Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at Son Jose, Calif., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Mrribr Calico,’
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Your Future is Unlimited in

Next Time
Try Our

LOS ANGELES

’THE

The City of the Future
The tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles
present challenging career opportunities to young engineers,
helping to build the fastest -growing major city in the nation.
Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering representative, who will be on campus
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25 and 26, 1958

COOP

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

PLATE LUNCH
SALADS
THICK SHAKES

Bureau of Engineering

NEW FULLY FURNISHED
S35.00 PER PERSON

APARTMENTS
659 SOUTH 9th

STREET
AX 6-3042 Eves. FR 8.2781

College Spartan

Touch system or hunt -and -peck -Results are perfect with

/llitsaiis
IT’S HERE
tlia 1958 World Almanac

Paper $1.35

EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper .
,,

Cloth $2.00
CURTIS

LINDSAY INC.

77 South First Street

Whatever your typing talents, you earl turn
out neat, clean -looking work the first time,
with Eaton’s Corrisable Bond Paper. Reason
%fly: Corriisahle has a special surfaceit

crawl tritium

a trace. Just the flick

of an

eraser and typographical .

* Ota 714tete PSEPRVE AS A

ordinary pencil

*MARINE OFFICER

errors ili..appear. No tnearg, no smudges.
Saves ti
arid money!

A toihrg undrgroduoro mho moor, 0
rn rho Morino Iloroon tondo., Clow
Morin on or ground training b
in rho Maria. Coq,. Pm,.

ya,aah way aaum
.. coop,. choose
lot
tornmothitIl

U.S. Marine Corps
Officer Procurement Officer

Corrisable Is vallble in several weights- from onionskin
to heavy bond In handy 100 sheet
and 500 sheet
foam boyas A lino quality Paper forDockets
all your typIld assien
mania. Oily Eaton makes erasable Corrisablei

Contact

Openings are limited, so telephone early for an appointment.
Call EL 4-7247 from 12.00 to 2:00 p.m. on Feb. 24th. Please
do not ask us to furnish further Jeans by telephone; we will
do that when we meet you in person at your appointment.

living

DIERKS DONUTS

Thrust and Parry

Spa2tanaiiy

PROPERTY APPRAISAL and NEGOTIATION

for the one -bedroom accommoda- age of married students
tions which also includes all util- there is 25 to 25;.
ities. Trailer spaces rent at $20 a
month. Services such as garbag.
Coffee Date?
collection, maintenance of groundn
and furnishings are provided
SINCE WORLD WAR II
Spartan Village has heen
Aistence since the end of World
War II. It was constructed froni
surplus war housing materials and
has bcen kept in good condition.
Originally, the housing was

Quick Quips
:he news that
Radio Annaiimer: "And now
happened during the commercial."
Raymond Farina French Historian: "Man’s worst
enemies are little goats, but you can’t convince
man that’s so. The reason is their voracious appetites. They are responsible for eroding vast areas
of the world."
Cartoon: "What’s wrong with the new cook .. 7"
-She wants to eat her meals out . . ."
Alejandro Flores, lima. Peru: Arrested for having five wives, he remarked. ’’It was easy, I just
told each girl I was single and not engaged and let
natural female vanity take oyer from there." He
is 20 years old and lives on a salary equivalent to
$11 a month.
Federal Judge Richmond B. Keech: The follow’

111011-affiE
v’tiold%

EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND

On Campus

Feb. 24

A

Berkshire Typewriter Paper

thru 27

The Marine Corps Builds Leaders,

EATON

PAPER

CORPORATION"

CI)

PITI sl 11,1 O.

MASSACIBUSETTS

Spartan Cage Squad
Suffers Two Losses

Spaptan cpeteto
SPORTS EDITOR

Monday, February 24, 1958

JOHN SALAMIDA

SPAR 1 tSI DAILY-3

TRAFFIC JAM

San Jo,e State’s basketball club dropped a pair of tilts in Los
Angeles ever the weekend, being bopped first by Loyola, 68-66 and
by Peprirdine, 68-67.
Loyola led moist of the way in
gaining its lisitirsi West Coast Athletic Conference victory. Walt
Hoye, who hit 22 points to spark
the Lions, snapped the arts with a
Wit twound. ’20 foot Jumper to provide the win.
Rob Larson hooped 17 points to
head SJS’ attack with Ned FitzEight games are scheduled in
gerald and Eddie Diaz scoring 13
today’s intramural basketball aceach.
tion, with this week wrapping up
Loyola grabbed a 37-34 halfthe first round of play.
time lead, and although the score
Southern League. 6 p.m. Red changed hands several times in
Dogs 11-21 vs. Baker Hall 11-1t the second canto, the Lions mainand the Tarters (3-0) vs. the tained their advantage.
Touts 11-11. The Four-O-Niners
Pepperdine held a 39-33 half10-31 clrew a bye.
time advantage over the Spartans.
Due to a mixqp because of the but SJS came back to knot the
switching of the Whalers, the score at 67-67. Mack Taylor canCentral League schedule has been ned a free throw with 15 secchanged. Reference should be made onds to play for the Waves, and
to the intramural bulletin board when Larson missed on a desperation shot, Pepperdine was home
in the men’s gym prior to any
free.
games this evening.
Sterling Forbes, with 20 points,
Eastern League. Art’s Darts and John Ret berg and Bobby
0-21 will gain a win by forfeit. Sims, with 12 each, paced Pep9 p.m --the Whalers 11-01 vs. the perdine. Gil
geland hit- 18 for
Explorers 12-11 and Kuester’s SJS and Fitzgerald followed with
Kuties 43-01 vs. the Swishers 15. Center Mary Branstrom scor11-1), This league’s schedule has ed 14.
The Spartans meet Santa Clara
also been changed and reference
also should be made to the bulletin tomorrow night at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
board.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

STUDIO

lone

"BONJOUR TRISTESSE"

David Nivea

Allyson

N;v,in

Deborah Krr DroA
Jean Seberq

"Perri"

"THE LONG HAUL"
Dons

Victor Mature Diana

SLIQATOCLA\
IsIt4101111 T-gcslie

EL

Robert Mdchum

"LES GIRLS"
"ACTION OF THE TIGER"

"Enemy Below"

Van Johnson Martine Carol

"Legend of the Lost"
MAYFAIR
Mon. and Tues. Only

NOW! AT 2 THEATRES!

PADRE
CY 11153

I TOWNE
I

RANCHO

Latest
Olympic Games

CY 7 3060

"and God
created woman"

75 Minutes of Excitement

Lenses
Exclusive Showing

Technicolor "Zoom"

co feature

... but the devil invented
Brigitte Bard**

LA STRADA

Jose State bankethallern, seen 11111)%1. in action against St.
Mary’s, tackle Santa Clara tomorrow night in Civic Auditorium,
The Spartans defeated St. Mary’s, 514-47. SJS players (In light uniEgeland and Mars Branstrom.
forms) are (I-1) ROI) Larson,
photo by Gene Tyler

Man

High scoring and forfeits were
in vogue during last Friday’s intramural basketball games.
The Old Men spryly dropped the
Tau Delta Phi cagers 77-43. High
scorers for the oldsters were Tom
Hanson with 29 points in the 30
minute game. and Wally Rowe
with 23 markers.
The losers were paced by Les
Alderson’s 14 points. Alderson was
closely followed by Ross Phelps
who hit for 12 digits.
Gamma Phi Beta took the measure of I.F.T., 71-46. Each player
entering the game for the Beta
team made the scoring column.
Bob Chapin a n 18, and Jerry
McDonnell 17, led in scoring.
Dick Glens.), 15, and Carl Gillette 14 were high point men for
the losers.
The No-Trumps beat Alpha Phi
Omega 44-42, after losing a 22-16
halftime margin. Mike Reich’s individual effort of 21 points was
not enough to turn the tide for
the losers.
Points were spread farely even

W2,1
Ifittiotinetiiy MARINE CORPS
OFFICER TRAINING PROGRAMS, 1958
College men, recent graduates and high school
graduates enrolled in college

Ground or Aviation Training!
tdriatAir

Luo
PLATOON LEADERS CLASS

OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE

(high school graduates, college
freshmen, sophomores and
juniors)

(college seniors and
graduates)

Participate in taro sirreeek summer
training sessions, Quantico, Va., to
sin’s imp leadership and military skills.
Choose ground or aviation training.
Iteteipt of 4.year college degree and
completion of Marine training are
necessary for commintion as second
lieutenant, Malin, Corps Fte.,f, P.
Summer training

4itend leadership training, Quantico,
5a., during one continuous trnweek
training session. Select ground or aia
tam training. A 4.year college il..gree
and completion of Marine training are
required to reei., conimi-sion of ste-end lieutenant, I s. Marine Reser.e.

Complete college

* Reserve commission

*

for the No-Trumps with Harry
Corbin’s 14 being tops. I..ew Smith
and Gary King were next with
10 digits apiece.
Two games were forfeited; FiveSixty-Seven Lodge and the LouZers were declared winners over
Club 44 and the Jacks.

Fans Dislike
Ron Delany’s
Winning Ways
NEW YORK, (UP)Ron Delany
became a successful mile runner
when the great John Landy taught
him to relax, and now some of the
record-hungry track fans in the
upper balcony gripe that he’s relaxing too much.
Rampaging ;Ron. the Midi ’Bog
Jumper- who came across the
seas to run for I’illanova University in Philadelphia anti now
has won 20 straight mile runs
on the Indoor circuit, flatly Mahan he’ll run no ’faster than he
must to %sin.
It’s a system that annoys the
customers who want to brag they
"were there" when the first indoor
four -minute mile was run.
But it’s a system that works for
Ron, and he’s satisfied.
"Records are a had set of statistics," he ’remarked, "It’s the race
that counts:"
Delany’s system of letting
someone else set the pace and
then charging furiously from behind the last lap has yet to give
him the two biggest Indoor stop
watch prizesthe indoor mile
record (now 4:03.6 by Denmark’s Gunnar Nielsen) and the
first four-minnte mile on boards.
But it gave him two outdoor
four-mlnute jobs 13:59.0 in June,
1956, at Com pt on, Calif., and
3:58.8 at London last July1 and it
also Rave him an Olympic record
victory at 1500 meters, the socalled "metric mile."
But in his biggest victories, Delany still was just running fast
enough to win.

..

Pay while training

Worldwide Marine Service *

,,,....

Marine Corps Officer Procurement
CAIYTA1N CRM:KER

On Campus in

Outter Quad

9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

February 24 thru 27
a,

I rn gonna
hove a
change’

COSTUME
that is

Cm, tat .1:

MAJOR STEVENSON

ENDING 331s years in prison, Nathan Leopold. 53, is
granted parole in Illinois for
"thrill slaying" of Bobby
Franks, 14,
(international)

Just in...
a glittering selection of
ARROW "tabs"

High Scores
In Cage Loop

"My Man Godfrey"

Boxers Face Michigan State
EAST DANSING, Mich. Seek- State last year in Snn 1.
ing their seventh consecutive dual
ri is
John lionte,
meet victory of the season without
Its,- hosting tr.ini’ best
r .1 love
a loss, San Jose boxers tangle with Ilard-hitting Horne holds i’us ii
Michigan Statt here tonight in the
AnwrIcan tiiunew and IA rid
Spartans’ final meet of their MidVlide Intel-service titles. tither
Western tour.
top Michigan State contenders
Coach Julie Menendez’ MS
are Daman! Lamour, 131-lbs.;
battlers whipped Wisconnin, 4 1-I
John (Whall. 16:1-111%. ; unit Fred
to 3 1-2, Saturday night at Madi156 Ibis. Pelt Jiihn
Pettyjuhn,
son, Wis, to record their fifth
was ea NCAA finalist last sea straight win. A eriosil of 6000
the acpartisan tans
tion.
Bob Tatoya of SJS, who did not
In meeting the Michigan State see action Saturday, competes tocrew tonight, the Spartans seek night in the 125-1b. class. Tafoya,
to keep their record against the winner of three bouts without a
Middle-West teams unmarked. SJS loss, regularly boxes in the 119 -lb.
has beaten Michigan State on two bracket .
occasions, while gaining a draw
A win by forfeit in the 147-lb.
in another meeting.
division enabled San Jose State to
Menendez’ sluggers claimed a nip Wisconsin. The two clubs di5 1-2 - 2 1-2 win over Michigan vided the six other bouts.

Intramural Cagers
First Round Play
To Close Tonight

94’sfoo

Defeat Wisconsin

3

We have the costume
to fit your
personality

"SAN" GREEN STAMPS
We Giv Them

0645

SANTA CLARA AT SECOND CY

COSTUME
RENTAL SHOP
CT 7 4603

TORE

FOR

MEI)

4-7014

Star Performers!
the ARROW pin-tab

woe,

and tabber
They’re the smoothest shirts
anywhere. And’ both are yours
in a barrel cuff as well as French
and Link Cuff, British stripes,
miniature checks, solid colors.
Thank exclusive Arrow Mitoga.
tailoring for their subtly trim
lines, collar to waist to cuff.
"Sanforized"-labeled. From
$4.00 and up. Clues:, Peabody,
& Co., Inc.

ARROW-N---

first in fashion

A MAN’S SHAMPOO...
in Shower-Safe Plastic!
Old Spice Shampoo conditions your scalp as it thou your hair.
Removes dandruff without removing natural oils. Gives you rich,
man-sized lather that leaves your hair more manageable, better -look in;
...with a healthy sheen! So much better for your hair than doing
soaps ... so much easier to use than shampoos in glass bottles. Try it!

AT THE

44 RACE ST

Be the first to add this new pacesetter to your
wardrobe. And don’t miss out on the Arrow
"extras" that come with these stripes, checks
and solids: trim IklitogalLtapered lines and the
"Sanforized" label, to mention two. See us soon.

pre

.

SHAMPOO by SHULTON

12 5

S
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Spring To Feature
Designs and Styles
With New Concepts

Spartan &cidy

By United Press
Designer Adele Simpson features
soft wool dress and jacket outfits
in shamrock green and red instead
of navy. "Too much navy for
spring," she says. Costumes have
coordinated paisley blouses and
jacket linings.

Sparta Folk Sprout Love;
Pins and Rings Give Proof
PINNINGS
GEARY-BROCK
The pinning of Sharon Brock
and Forrest Geary was announced
recently. Miss Brock is a senior
general elementary major from
San Fernando, while Geary, an
SJS graduate aho majored in
business administration. is af filsiated with Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
He is presently stationed at Ft.
Sill, Oklahoma.
;
ENGAGEMENTS
EARL-RESTI NE
I
Alpha Phis recently were told of ,
the engagement of Joyce Restine.!
sophomore education major from
Oakland. to Ron Earl, sophomore:

insurance major. The prospective
bridegroom is a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, who serenaded Miss
Rest me following the announcement. The couple plans to marry
in August.

Multi -color tweeds star in ne,
spring suits by Davidow. Tb.
tweeds combine mauve with sot!
shades of purple, green, and blue
Coats come in matching tweeds.
plaids or solid mauve.

MARRIAGES
VENEMON LUCCHESI
Alpha Chi Omega alumna Darline Lucchesi became Mrs. Rich.
ard Venemon Saturday. Feb. 22.
Miss Lucchesi was graduated from
SJS last spring and has been living in Mexico since then. Venemon
was graduated from University of
Southern California where he was
affiliated with Delta Tau Delta.

Plenty of whde shows in Maurice Rentner’s spring collection.
Watch for white sheath cocktail
dresses, white silk linen daytime
dresses, and grey flannel costumes
with waist -hugging cummerbunds
of white satin.
is
The tennis dress of ’the 1920’s
comes back in loungewear and
shortie nightgowns. One new version is a short baby doll gown with
low buttoned hipband and deep
pleats. Ball fringe edges the Peter
Pan collar and armholes.
s

datebook
TODAY
Speech and Drama, movie, College Theater.
Delta Sigma Phi. dinner. 124 S.
11th St 6-10 p.m.
TOMORROW
Music Dept., Phi Mu Recital,
Concert Hall. 8:15 p.m.
Basketball Game, Spat-tans VS.
Santa Clara University, Civic AndI
itorium, 8:15 p.m,
THRUSDAY
Pi Delta Omega, initiation, StuUnion. 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi. barbecue (rush
function,. 674 Zabbalos Ct. Hayward, 6-10 p.m.
Student Y. debate, 8 p.m.
OVERHAUL SPECIALS
AUTO TRANS. $35. All rnskes
VALVE JOBS VS UP

CV 5-6559

First S4.

Sreclal Rate fo- Stude.,tt
ra1fIn AS13 Cards

Dance NIGHTLY to ...

ROCK N’ ROLL
CLYDE ARNOLD
end THE ROVETTES

VIP From Brazil
Visits Dr. Jones

spartaguide

FRED & JOHN’S GARAGE
1557 S.

Fashion experts in London predict that fine reversible materials
now used in women’s suits will be
Penology Club, meeting. Student .
taken over by the men. The mateUnion.
rials have a dominant face coin;
FRIDAY
on one side and the same shade
Alpha Tau Omega, Okie Stomp..
I muted on the other.
9 p.m -1 a m.
Sigma Mu Tau, informal social,
Student Union, 8 pm.
SATURDAY
Kappa Tau, Black and ’White
Ball. 8 p m.-1 a.m.
Dr. Margaret C. Jones, head of
Theta (’hi, Dream Girl Formal. the Home Economics Department,
Lion’s Club. Palo Alto, 9 p.m. - was visited recently by Santiago
1 a m.
D. Apodaca, representative of the
Hawaiian Club, Sadie Hawkins International Cooperation AdminDance. 8:30-12 p.m.
istration, U.S.A. operation mission
SUNDAY
to Brazil.
Lambda Cid Alpha, pledging
Apodaca, director for agriculp.m.
ceremony. College Chapel. 8
tural and home economics eaten_
Theta (’hi, pinning of pledges.
sion education in Brazil. met with
College Chapel. 930 a.m.
Dr. Jones to discuss the great need
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, pledge
in Brazil for supervisors and teapinning. College Chapel, 4:30 p.m chers of homemaking.

BEANERY BULLETIN
Cafeteria
Entrees:
BILL CASEY
- I Italian spaghetti
4
;Turkey pie
KELLEY’S CLUB
Plate lunch
1655 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Coop
- Entrees:
Lima beans with pork sausage
40 cents
:vitiss steak
40 cents
50 cents
Plate lunch
McGill

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

IRONING in my home. 80c per ’
hour. Pick up and delivery. CY 56094.
RIDERS, San Lorenzo. Classes
7:30-11:30 daily. Call Louis. BR 8- I
02148.
GIRL to share modern apt. Free
rent until March 1. 547 S. llth St.
CT 7-3549.
’mgr. Student wants ride from Mt
View for 7:30’s. share expenses
YO 8-5782 after 5 p.m.
2 GIRLS to share home with
mother and daughter. Kit. priv.,
$25. CT 4-7601.
DRIVING to Mexico City, March
8. Take 1 or 2. Contact Frank
Rosekranz, 427 S. 3rd St.
FOR RENT
Comfortable ,Room. Kit. priv.
bl. from college. $25. 47 S. 8th
St. CT 3-9618.
24 GIRLS to share new apartment. PooL 405 S. 7th Apt 13.
CT 2-6053.
New 1-bdrm apt. for rent. 439 S.
5th St. Furn., priv.. washer. .see
manager or call CY 7-8490.
Fundahed apartment. 452 S. 4th
St San Jose, California Telephone
CY 4-50tal or AX 6-4356.
Doable and single rooms. M e n,
CT 2-1506. 52 S. 10th after 7:30
P.m
MART GEORGE Girls Co-op has
a few vacancies for this semester.
19 meals per week, RV per mo.
246 S. 10th St. CT. 3-0246.
LOST
Draws Masers in new case. Name
inside. Phone CT 3-9919.
_
FOR SALE
ISS Olds. Holiday Cp.. $725. Full
power equip. See Dean. 565 S. 6th
St.
Caosiblaistioa Shoe’- Refrigerator.
i Wet. ’2 burn Muse. 4 cu. II refrig. 136 N. 7th St. after 6 P.M.
APT. 4-4 men. 643 S. 61h St

WOrlif
CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Society Editor
In the spring a young girl’s fancy turns to thoughts of cotton
skirts, petticoats.picture
h a t s, summer
tans, afternoon
teas and engagement rings.
, Although spring
will not official...
’’’.111114 ly arrive until
March 21, it is not too early to
begin thinking about fashions for
the coming season.
The color of spring is prima Vera green, acording to Mademoiselle magazine. Beginning on Page
104. the February issue of Mademoiselle depicts a wide variety of
dresses in this new and fresh looking color.
And to go with your new primavera green dress, Harper’s Bazaar
features "the flowered circlet"
(pp. 130-11 reported to be the
newest thing in accessories. A
necklace of brightly-colored flowers, it is designed for dress which
have high necklines and no collars.
But before you begin planning your spring and summer
wardrobes, you might take a
few tips from Betty Reitz, wellknown author and fashion consultant. In her book "’four Manners are Showing." Miss Betz
uarns against "faddish clothes
of 14 hich you tire easily." saggetting instead that you "buy
yur clothes uith an eye to the
fuoture."
Yes, spring is a lovely time of
year. But as I look back on the
past week and those dreary days
of steady rain, I can’t help won dering if perhaps Cindy Marcks.
whose words appeared first in
Colliers’ and then in Reader’s
D igest, was more accurate when
she said.
"Though poets long have told us
brightly
That spring on dancing feet
comes lightly
It seems to us she really sloshes
Along in roomy old galoshes."

By

omen Communists
Shudder at Thought
Of Coming ’Rights’
By JOSEPH FLEMING
United Press Staff Corrsepondent
BERLIN, I UP1--Women who
live under Communism are in danger of having to tip their hats to
men.
They also face the proseect of
losing their right to alimony if
their husbands divorce them.
And if married, they’re going to
have to pay their own way.
The privilege of keeping heads
covered in the presence of men is
one of the few still reserved to
girls under the "equal rights"
granted them by Communism.
But now the old custom of men
tipping their hats to the ladies is
being questioned in the Soviet
zone.
Some men express the view that
equal rights requires a woman to
tip her hat in return when she is
greeted by a man.
MORE PRESSURE ON WIVES
"Equal rights" under Communism

has

meant

little

more

women that hard work in factories and farms. After work they still
must do their endless household
chores without the aid of washing
machines and countless other appliances taken for granted in
most western nations.
Now women in East Germany
are shuddering again because
they’ve been told still more "equal
rights" are coming their why.
Justice Minister "Red Hilde"
Benjamin in a lecture to women
Communist leaders released several days ago broke the sad news
that a new family law now is being
drawn up.
She made it plain the new law
would place still stronger pressure
on wives to get them out of the
homes and into industry even if
they have to leave their husbands.

Chi Pi Sigma, men’s professional
police fraternity will hold a rushing smoker tonight at 507 N. 3rd
St. beginning a,t 6:30 p.m. A buffet
will

dinner
be

and

weapons

display

featured.

99,

it.’ntinu,.d hum raqe II
Art and Physical Science Departments and a member of the
Spanish Club Plans
Mercury -New% staff.
2. Not student may enter more
Meeting Tomorrow
than 4 pictures in each di% ision.
The Spanish Club will hold an
A picture series shall be countexecutive meeting. tomorrow pl ed as a single print.
7:30 p.m. in the home of Bill
S. Pictures must be 8%10 inchSanders, 405 E. San Fernando St., es or larger and must be mountit was announced today.
ed on standard 16%20 ineh
Committee chairmen and of- boards. Picture series shall he
ficers are urged to attend as in- mounted on one 16%20 inch
itiation and other business will be board.
discussed. Members and visitor
4. Pict Urea must be made.
are welcome
within the period of April 14.
1957 and April 14, 1958.
5. Different classifications will
Orchesis, modern dance group.
win meet this afternoon at 4:30 he news and pictorial. Pictures
inch de scenic ,still-life, patterns,
in WG10 to discuss the possIbilits
of repeating its dance concert pre- ’ sports, etc.
6. Sultftilt pictures at the phosented last semester in Morris
to lah in the Journalism BuildDailey Auditorium.
Los Gatos High School has in- ing by April IL Pay fee at the
vited the cast to present the con- 1 same time.
cert and a lecture on modern dance ;14. students niiio be able tat
at the next Girls League Assembly. produce negatises of prints upaccording to Mrs. Elizabeth Sen- sin request.
9 Stir print% are no ulegthie
instructor in
adviser
and
nett.
for pri/es.
Physical Education.

144 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

Judd has it!

Orchesis Meets

Vile BEST

MOTECTION

For
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for Campus Fashions
for Skatino
for Kiltins and Bermudas

for Dancing
for Relaxing at home
for Oatdoor Sports

I b want,
15.1
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rod Childriis’s Sint in a ear;ely of styles
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540 S. FIRST ST.-CY 2-7864
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OPEN
SATURDAY
MORNINGS
OFFICIAL
BRAKE STA.
No. 231

The

Nationally

Advertised

Thorough

Quick

Sanitone

Process

Convenient

Special Men’s Suits $1.10
IN BY 9

OUT AT 5

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

CYpress 3-3701

with
Max ghtiman
(Ry the Author of "Rally Bound the Flag, Royer and
"Barefoot Boy with (heek.")

THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN
Today’s column is directed at those young female undergraduates who have recently pledged sororities and are worried, poor
lambs, that they won’t make good. Following is a list of simple
nstructions which, if faithfully ohmerved, will positively guarantee that you will be a mad (memo as a sorority girl.
First, let us take up the matter of honsemothers. The housemother is your friend, your guide, your mentor. You must treat
her with respect. When you wish to speak to her, address her as
"Mother Sigafooa" or "fila’arn." In no circumstances must you
say, "Hey, fat lady.".
Second, let us discuss laundry. Never hang your wash on the
front porch of the sorority house. This is unsightly and shows
a want of breeding. Use the Chapter Room.
Third, meals. Always remember that planning and preparing
meals for a housefull of healthy girls is no simple task. Your cook
goes to a great deal of trouble to make your menu varied and
nourishing. The least you can do is show your appreciation.
Don’t just devour your food: praise it. Exclaim with delight,
"What delicious pork jowls!" or "What a yummy soupboner
or "What scrumptious fish heads!" or "What clear water!"
Fourth, clothing. Never forget that your appearance reflects
not just on yourself but on the whole house. It WAR well enough
-before you joined a sorority to lotinge around campus in yobr
old middy blouse and gym bloomers, but now you must take
great pains to dress in a manner which excites admiring comments from all who observe you. A few years ago, for example,
there was a Chi Omega named Camille Ataturk at the University of Iowa who brought gobs of glory to all her maws.

filkeldaJ

Oda ...

Camille hit on the ingenious notion of suiting her garb to
the class she was attending. For instance, to English Lit she
wore a buskin and jerkin. To German she wore lederhosen and
carried a stein of pilmener. To Econ she wore 120 yards of ticker
tape. Het shiningest hour came one day when she dressed as a
white mouse for Psych Lab. Not only her Chi Omega minters,
but the entire student body went into deep mourning when she
was killed by the janitor’s cat. .
Finally, let us take up the most important topic of all. I
refer, of course, to dating.

"Helene,’ S -T -R E-T-CH nylon or "LASTO-MESH" for sleek
skin-tight fit and long wear. So comfortable you II never went
to take ’ern off.

small charge we:
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DRY CLEANING
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Leotards and Tights

Brakes Adjusted
2.50

cussion on the topic, "Outside the
Classroom."
Buford 0. Bush, Co-Rec adviser
and assistant professor of recreation at SJS, spoke on "Recreation Family Style," and Ardith
imately 1200 persons attended.
B. Frost, also assistant professor
Purpose of the conference was
recreation at SJS, was a disof
and
charaoteristics
to
define
leader for the section on
evalcussion
trends of western living, to
uate and improve the recreation "Part Time Employees" in the
movement and to define problems recreation field.
In organized recreation and devise
means for their solution.
SPARTAN BARBER SHOP
Dr. Mary S. Wiley, head of the
Haircuts
was
SJS Recreation Lhpartment.
51.25
chairman of the College Recreation- -Park Curriculum section.
CREW -FLAT TOPS -IVY LEAGUE
Miss Sheila Cohen, recreation
FOURTH & WILLIAMS
major at SJS, entered a panel dis-

A total of three recreation staff
members and 37 recreation majors
represented San Jose State College
at the tenth annual California
Recreation Conference held Feb.
16 to 19 in Fresno, Calif. Approx-

Police Smoker

SAVE -U -CLEANERS

-KAM Announces
All -College Contest

Recreat ion Delegates
Attend Fresno Meeting

for

A businessman visited a psychiaFountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
trist.
Dinner
"What seems to be the trouble?"
Callaway’s Crystal
inquired the doctor.
Indiistrial Arts Club will
"Doc, I can’t get anyone to like
Creamery
meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in £5142, me and-Pay attention to me, you
7th & E. SANTA CLARA
according to William Brame!, pub- stupid fool!!"
licity chairman.
During the meeting, open to all
industrial arts majors and minors.
Dr. galph P. Norman. assistant
professor of industrial arts, will
QUALITY CLEANERS
explain the department grading
system.
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS
Program topic for the evening
will be "Democratic Classroom
Control- - Does It Work?" A film
SLACKS
30 cents entitled "Experimental Studies in
59C SUITS
SKIRTS
30 cents Social Climates of Groups’’ will
SWEATERS
SHORT COATS . .
55 cents be shown,

IMEETINGS
Industrial Arts Club. meeting.
tomorrow. 7 p.m. SB142.
Orehesis, meeting, today. 4:30
m WG10.
Philosophy Club, meeting, today. 7:30 p.m.. CI-1165.
Student Christian Center, discussion. "Progressive EducationGood or Bad?" Today, 3:30, 92 S.
5th St.

footerhog

LARRY

Industrial Arts Club
To Discuss Grading

311
WOMall J

ten
Hours: 9 to 5:30
Open Thurs. ’til 9

1

56 West Santa Clara Street
between First arid Market
San Jose

As we have seen, the way you dress reflects on your somrity,
but the men you date reflect even nmre. Be absolutely certain
that your date is an acceptable fellow. Don’t beat about the
bush; ask him point-blank, "Are you an acceptable (down
Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey," send him packing.
Rut don’t just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect
him closely. Are his fingernails clean? Is his black leather jacket
freshly oiled? be his ukulele in tune? Does he carry public
liability insurance? And, most significant of all, does lie smoke
Marlboros?
If he’s a Marlboro man, you know he’s a lot of man. You
know he has taste and discernment, sit and wisdom, character
and sapience, decency and warmth, presence and poise, talent
VIII., You a ill lie proud of him, your
And grit, filter and
sorority
will he proud of him, the niiikers of Marlboro will Is- proud of
bin), and I will be paid for this column.
sic/A 11. Nbutte
The makers of Marlboro wird’ to announce that Mr.
Shulman ha. been paid for ill:. column and trill twit in n
to be paid tor bringing you hie homely philosophy throughout the school year.

